
Why BridgeHead? 
Unique Capabilities for Protecting Data 
in Enterprise Hospital Environments
BridgeHead Software is known as the Healthcare Data Management company. This is not a marketing 
slogan, but a mission statement: BridgeHead is uniquely focused on bringing best practices in data 
management together with integrated capabilities for healthcare applications. The result is optimized 
data management designed to meet the unique requirements and constraints of hospitals. 

At hospitals, we know that your intention is to make the best technology choices that you can for your 
organization and for your patient care. Selecting data management is secondary to clinical applications, 
but critical to ensuring the availability of the data on which those applications depend. 

Here are some of the things that we’d like you to know, as you make this important decision for your 
enterprise hospital:
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1. BridgeHead has an unmatched track record of innovation 
for hospitals:

 ∂ 12 year history of exclusive focus on healthcare  
data management

 ∂ Leading provider of healthcare data management to 
hospitals, worldwide

 ∂ First to offer a unified Healthcare Data Management solution 
designed specifically for hospitals, which includes:

Backup and recovery for hospital applications
 ∂ ISB/IDR Agent for MEDITECH HCIS
 ∂ Agents for Cache databases
 ∂ Agents for Microsoft Windows, Exchange, SQL  

and SharePoint
 ∂ Agents for Oracle 
 ∂ Agent for VMware

Archive
 ∂ File archive, including agents for MEDITECH SCA, Microsoft 

Windows, Linux and NetApp file systems
 ∂ Email archive for Microsoft Exchange
 ∂ DICOM archive (or VNA) for PACS applications

 ∂ XDS archive with capabilities for establishing an XDS repository 
inclusive of DICOM, non-DICOM, and viewer capabilities

 ∂ Unified storage and media management

 ∂ Unified console for administrative control and reporting

 ∂ First to introduce a protocol, called BLAST (Backup 
Leveraging Advanced SAN Technologies), providing a  
break-through approach for data protection in  
hospital environments:

 ∂ Off-host backup
 ∂ Application-integrated protection to ensure consistent 

point-in-time (PiT) capture of coherent hospital data
 ∂ Orchestration of SAN-embedded snap and mirror 

technologies, as a seamless component of  
healthcare protection

2. BridgeHead offers proven expert support and professional 
services for hospitals:

 ∂ BridgeHead’s support and services teams are experts in 
handling hospital data, from all types of hospital applications

 ∂ Our professional services team participates on installs and 
training, leveraging their collective decades of experience in 
EMR deployments

 ∂ BridgeHead employees are often former hospital IT staff— 
so we understand  your objectives from having walked in  
your shoes

 ∂ BridgeHead offers remote Managed Services, in which our 
experienced team alleviates the burden of backup, recovery 
and archive from your team’s shoulders with:

 ∂ Management of daily backup and restore chores
 ∂ Monitoring of data ingestion into your archive
 ∂ Help with planning upgrades to meet environmental 

changes, such as adoption of new systems and storage
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For more information on how BridgeHead Software can help lower the cost and 
administrative burden of managing your healthcare data, contact us at:   

info@bridgeheadsoftware.com or visit us at: www.bridgeheadsoftware.com
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With 20 years’ experience in data 
and storage management, and 10 
years in healthcare, BridgeHead 
Software is trusted by over 1,000 
hospitals worldwide.

Today, BridgeHead Software helps 
healthcare facilities overcome 
challenges stemming from rising 
data volumes and increasing 
storage costs while delivering peace 
of mind around how to STORE, 
PROTECT and SHARE clinical and 
administrative information.

BridgeHead’s Healthcare Data 
Management (HDM) solutions are 
designed to work with any hospital’s 
chosen applications and storage 
hardware, regardless of vendor, 
providing greater choice, flexibility 
and control over the way data is 
managed, now and in the future.

Follow BridgeHead on Twitter at: 
www.twitter.com/BridgeHeadHDM

We are an equal opportunities company.

3. BridgeHead offers unparalleled storage options to 
provide you with complete freedom of choice and 
better cost-savings advantages:

 ∂ BridgeHead supports management of hospital 
data with a wide range of leading storage 
systems, including those from: 

 ∂ HP, Dell, EMC, IBM and NetApp

 ∂ BridgeHead unifies management of data storage 
across enterprise healthcare environments, 
including: disk, tape, optical, de-dupe appliances, 
and cloud

 ∂ BridgeHead has defined the BLAST method for 
data protection, a break-through approach 
which leverages the embedded snap and mirror 
technologies found in high-performance 
storage arrays

4. BridgeHead provides a critical – not optional – 
method for ensuring efficient, coherent data 
capture of data for assured recovery:

 ∂ BridgeHead ensures orchestrated protection 
of all hospital data from file servers, at a single 
point-in-time (PiT)

 ∂ BridgeHead integrates directly with hospital 
applications, to ensure that data is flushed to 
disk and available for protection

 ∂ BridgeHead backup processing is performed on 
a separate, dedicated server, so as not to impact 
the performance of hospital application services

 ∂ BridgeHead backup is performed quickly, enabling 
more points-in-time for protection

 ∂ BridgeHead recovery leverages advanced data 
management capabilities like archive and disk 
mirroring, to ensure minimal application downtime

5. BridgeHead provides flexible methods for 
combining local protection with disaster recovery 
scenarios:

 ∂ BridgeHead orchestrates the use of SAN-
attached storage for local, fast recovery 
from operational issues like human error and 
erroneous deletion of files and database objects

 ∂ BridgeHead protection operates in concert with 
deployments of applications at local and remote 
sites, enabling hospitals to recover when entire 
facilities go down or become unavailable

 ∂ BridgeHead ensures that protection and archive 
capabilities integrate with the capabilities 
provided by hospital application vendors, so 
that hospitals can adhere to the guidelines for 
protection in the way that those vendors intend

6. BridgeHead expertise in data management 
delivers a combination of best practices designed  
to store, protect and share hospital data:

 ∂ Best practices for optimizing storage systems 
and media, reducing cost and complexity

 ∂ Best practices in backup, recovery and archive 
using combinations suited to each type of hospital 
application and the types of data created:

 ∂ Applications which create millions of small files
 ∂ Database applications
 ∂ PACS applications with DICOM 

image repositories
 ∂ Structured and unstructured files, and 

file systems

 ∂ Unified management of all hospital data through a 
common console, reducing administrative burdens 

7. BridgeHead provides hospitals with the capability 
to consolidate data management, offering a 
complete suite of capabilities for all hospital 
applications and data:

 ∂ All of your enterprise data:
 ∂ Windows, Unix and Linux file systems
 ∂ Databases, including Oracle, Caché and 

SQL Server
 ∂ Microsoft applications, including Exchange 

and SharePoint
 ∂ PACS data, with both file-level and 

DICOM archive
 ∂ Integrated to protect hospital applications 

such as MEDITECH HCIS, applications for sleep 
studies, and others 

 ∂ Integrated support for important healthcare 
standards

 ∂ HL7
 ∂ DICOM
 ∂ XDS

“BridgeHead Software is our ‘go-to’ solution 
for protecting unique data for any hospital 
application. For example, we use BridgeHead for 
our Horizon Patient Folder application ecause 
its integrated archive capabilities make it ideal 
for managing HPF’s millions of small files. 
BridgeHead protects HPF data quickly, easily, 
and cost-effectively.” 

Jonathon Valente, Manager, Storage & Unix Systems 
Information Technology Services, Yale-New Haven 

Health System

8. BridgeHead is trusted by more than 1200 hospitals 
worldwide, and remains the leader in hospital 
protection, archive and recovery.


